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RubyKaigi is the world's largest international conference on the Ruby programming 
language.

RubyKaigi plays an important role as it acts as a place to discuss the latest technologies, the 
world's largest gathering of Ruby core developers to discuss future of Ruby, and a 
community hub in both Japanese and English.

In 2021 and 2021, RubyKaigi has been gone virtual and RubyKaigi Takeout 2020 and 2021 was 
held due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This year's RubyKaigi marks the 16th event in the series, 
and RubyKaigi 2022 will be held at Mie Center for the Arts and a virtual venue.

Spekaers will include well-known Ruby developers from Japan and around the world, 
including Yukihiro Matsumoto (Matz), the creator of Ruby himself. Don't miss the fun at this 
year's one-and-only Rubyist gathering!

Note that RubyKaigi 2022 has strict COVID-19 policy on all attendees including sponsors, this 
includes requirement of full vaccination and face covering. And we'll employ several health 
measures for COVID-19, including having a virtual venue as like as RubyKaigi Takeout 2021.

Dates

Venue

Keynote

Session speakers

Organizers

September 8th - 10th, 2022

Mie Center for the Arts, and Online

Yukihiro Matsumoto (Matz) + others

TBA (Open Call for Speakers)

RubyKaigi 2022 Team & Nihon Ruby-no-Kai
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Sponsorship Packages
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Price (tax excl.)

Availability Limited (approx 6) Limited (approx 30) Unlimited Unlimited

Conference passes

Recognition on our website:
Promo text

Recognition on our website:
Logo

Logo recognition on
session videos

Logo recognition during
intermissions

8 persons

up to about 200 words

Archive & Live stream

Extra Large

Large

4 persons

up to about 100 words

Large

Medium

2 persons

up to about 50 words

Medium

-

Small

1 person

in about 25 words

Small

-

-

Promo text during
intermissions to live chat

Available - -

Other Benefits 15-seconds promo video
after intermission

- -

Ruby Gold SilverPlatinum

Live stream only

Available

250,000 JPY500,000 JPY1,000,000 JPY2,000,000 JPY

3-minutes sponsor talk or 
1-minute promo video before 
or after Keynote

Conference pass includes access to both in-person and virtual venue.
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Add-ons

Sponsor Booth

Only available for Ruby and Platinum sponsors

Limited

Sponsor Booth might be cancelled if the COVID-19 situation is worsening. We'll decide the availability later. Sponsor booth add-on won't be 

billed if cancelled.

We plan to select Ruby and Platinum sponsors at random instead of on a first-come first-serve basis, because we have had such a 

large number of Ruby and Platinum sponsor applications in the recent RubyKaigis. The application period and details on how to apply 

will be announce on our sponsorship portal.

Sponsorship availability (Ruby and Platinum)

500,000 JPYPrice (tax excl.)

Availability

Note
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Benefits in Detail

Recognition on our website
Sponsors' introduction text, link and logo 
will be put on our official website: 
https://rubykaigi.org

Logo recognition on session videos
Every eligible sponsors' logo will appear 
on the bottom of session videos (rotates 
every 15 seconds). Archived videos will 
only include Ruby sponsors; Platinum 
sponsors will only be included on the live 
stream.

Promo video and sponsor talk
Ruby and Platinum sponsors may play promo video (Ruby sponsor … up to 
1 minute,  Platinum sponsor … up to 15 seconds). 

Ruby  sponsor may choose sponsor talk (up to 3 minutes) instead of promo 
video.

Ruby sponsors will be assigned a slot pre- or post-keynote, and Platinum 
sponsors will have pre-session slots (after intermission).

Logo recognition during intermissions
Screen shown during intermissions will include eligible sponsors' logo.

Conference passes
Conference passes are included in a sponsorship package. Passes allow to 
access live stream, live chat and in-person venue.

Promo text on Live Chat during intermission
Ruby and Platinum sponsors may post highlighted promo text to live stream 
chat (submission required in advance).

https://rubykaigi.org
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Anti Harassment Policy

https://rubykaigi.org/2022/policies/

COVID-19 policy and health measures

https://rubykaigi.org/2022/covid-19/

This policy will be required for all people attending RubyKaigi 2022 in-person. The policy includes request of showing proof of
full vaccination and face covering requirement, please read carefully and avide by.

https://rubykaigi.org/2022/covid-19/
https://rubykaigi.org/2022/policies/
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FAQ

We plan to send invoices to sponsors at the end of the month in which we plublish 
sponsor logos on our website. If you need to adjust the timing for invoicing, let us know 
through the application form.

When will you send the invoice?

At our last virtual event RubyKaigi Takeout 2021, we had 977 registrations from 25 
countries, and 875 people have been attended the conference live.

All archived video stremas available on-demand have viewers continuously from 
accross the world. All videos include English CC.

Our last in-person conference RubyKaigi 2019 had 1,365 attendees (including speakers, 
sponsors, and staff). Through we don't have a survey for attendees, but we guess the 
most attendees are a programmer as our event features the programming language.

How many people attended in past?

We expect to see about 1,000 attendees (in total of in-person and virtual) this year as 
well.

How many people are expected to attend this year?

Custom sponsorship packages are basically unavailable at RubyKaigi 2022, especially 
sponsored events including food and drink. This is because we've been away from 
in-person conference and the COVID-19 situation is still unclear and unpredictable, so 
we'd need to focus.

However this doesn't prevent sponsors from organizing sponsored events and 
gatherings. Qualified events and gatherings may be qualified for custom sponsorship, 
if you want to organize something related with our conference, please contact us.

What about custom sponsorship packages?

The details will be announced later. We need to align sponsor booth plan with our 
COVID-19 related measures which are subject to change in case of worsening, and 
we're still coordinating the details.

At this moment, sponsor booth are provided as an add-on of Ruby and Platinum 
sponsorship package, and we're planning to let booth of Ruby sponsors larger than 
Platinum sponsors' one (tentative).

What about detailed specification of sponsor booth?

No. Because RubyKaigi Takeout is a full virtual event, and we don't have a way to collect 
and distribute such items internationally. 

Can we distribute flyers/stickers to attended?

Yes! Contact us for details.
sponsorships@rubykaigi.org

Can we make our novelty goods for RubyKaigi using
RubyKaigi materials?

Further information
We plan to provide additional information on our sponsorship portal (available after 
application) https://sponsorships.rubykaigi.org/

mailto:sponsorships@rubykaigi.org
https://sponsorships.rubykaigi.org/


Application form

https://sponsorships.rubykaigi.org/

We do not accept any withdrawals or plan changes after the applications are finalized and accepted.
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https://sponsorships.rubykaigi.org/

